
  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

How to get there 

 

 

Where to Stay 

Camping Domaine de la Brèche 
 

Loire Family 

Holiday 

In July the weather has highs 

of 23*c and lows of 12*c  

You should come to this amazing place as it is not 

too far away and convenient to get to. It also has 

some amazing places to see. It has 80 chateaux 

which is the most in the world. 

These are the airports, 

trains and ferry it’s near 

that you could take to get 

there and back. The 

easiest way is by Euro star 

it would take around 7 

hours from London 

 

Cost for a tent pitch for 7 days  

388Euros (minimum stay) 

It includes: Swimming Pools, Slides, Restaurant, 

Shop, Animation, Bouncy Castles, Go Karts, 

Football and Basketball Courts, archery, horse 

riding, fishing, and crazy golf. 

Restaurant within 5 minutes 

: L'Annexe, La Brechec Restaurant 

, L'Amuse Bouche, La Pierre Claude 

 

Chateaux to visit 

Angers Castle : A true medieval fortress 

with 17 towers. 

Montreuil-Bellay Castle: With its 13 

towers and over 650 metres of protective 

wall. 

Brézé Castle : With the largest dry moat 

in Europe and unique underground 

tunnels. 

Montsoreau Castle: brings an 

Austrian/Vienna influence to the Loire. It 

became the home to a contemporary art 

museum in 2016. 

Usse Castle : The castle which inspired 

Charles Perrault to write “Sleeping 

Beauty” 

Gizeux Castle: One of the biggest castles 

in the Loire. 

Villandry Castle: Known for its numerous 

gardens on three different levels. 

Ambroise Castle : This castle has seen 

the likes of artists such as Leonardo de 

Vinci pass by. 

 

 

Angers castle Montreuil-Bellay 

Castle  



 

 

 

 

 

Useful French words and 

phrases 

Hello = Bonjour  

Yes = Oui  

No = Non 

Excuse me = Excusez Moi  

Where are the toilets - Où sont les toilettes 

I would like = Je Voudrais  

Please = S’il Vous Plait  

Do you speak English? = Parlez-vous Anglais? 

Where is the… = Ou est le… 

Sorry = Pardon 

 
Loire cheese you must try: 

Goats cheese  

Sainte Maure  

 Pouligny-St-Pierre 

Selles-sur-Cher 

Crottin de Chavignol 

Dishes to try in 

the Loire: 

Rillettes 

This delicious dish is 
described as meat 
prepared in a way 
that is similar to pâté, 
typically prepared in 
Loire using pork. 

Tarte Tatin 

 

 

You will need to pack:  

 Tent 

 Sleeping bags  

 Pillow.  

 T-shirts and shorts 

  rain coat as we cannot guarantee good 

weather. 

 Sun glasses 

 BBQ 

 Camera to take pictures of the Chateaux 

 Torch 

 Mosquito Repellent 

Souvenirs  

Wine 

Cheese 

Something to remember 

the Chateau! 

 

 


